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1.The trash that i collected throughout the day :

1.1. Non-recycable materials that i
collected throught the day from morning
when we have our kitchen waste (Milk
bags) to the evening when I purchased a
bottle of soft drink :
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a.More details :

1.2. Food Waste

I drank some tea in the morning so its tea leaves and ginger waste.

Now with the trash i had,i decided to reuse most of them not just 2. 

-- I used plastic bottle to make a pen stand and a flower pot.

a.  The pen stand.



Steps that i used to make it:
1. Cut the bottle in half



2.Here is a picture of me cutting its stripes :





3. I used milk bags to cover it (obviously after cleaning them thoroughly)

Okay but wait wait wait
what did i do with the
bottle cap?

Well don’t worry i decided to go all with the theme of zero waste so i reused it as a cover to a LED 
light to decor my room ,Take a look :



Now, I have a fancy LED and a Green wall.(Which was
white before)

Okay let’s come to the last DIY .

So for this, I used an extra bottle that i had at my home to
grow a plant in a plastic bottle
 but have you noticed that I also had food waste. So I made
compost from the food waste and planted a seed(I don’t
know which seed it is since somebody gifted it to me and i
though i can do some justice by  making a pot)

You see that blue capsule? Well it has seeds inside it.



Spot my little one. Can’t wait it to grow :)

Also,i made some before and after pictures collages right here



1.  Can you notice the color of my wall?

2. My plant pot.



3.My pen stand



So that’s all from my side. I hope i did justic to the ZERO WASTE theme. Thank You TURNING 
GREEN,I am learning so much everyday.

Conversations with 2 people. Who did you interact with? What did they say? How did they react?

Response : 1.As change starts from home,so i decided to record the respinse of my mother 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11njqt-lSkpaL6WhLRUGA3kOl6i0m2ZfS/view?usp=drivesdk

This is a video showing response of my mother towards the trash that i was keeping with me.
She said:What is this?Why are you keeping it in a tone of scolding.
I replied: This is my trash and i am going to recycle and use it.

To which she thought i was joking but i mentioned that this is something that we all should be doing 
and brought the conversation of Zero Waste. What i could sense is the ignorant behaviour. But for sure 
a hope for change is still there. She wasn’t very convinced with my idea but i guess when she’ll come 
home from office today after seeing all the recyables.Maybe she will believe the change that i am 
ecompassing.

2. I talked to one of my friend regarding this. I am sorry i couldn’t record it since i was in class but he 
mentioned that we all should be doing something but it is very embarrasing to do something like that 
and it takes a lot of courage since what i was doing doesn’t come in the cool category. I briefed him 
about Project Green Challenge and the crisis of Climate change and statistics and I observed that he 
was convinced of what i was doing and how it can change the things around us. I also managed to 
convince him to rethink before throwing anything in trash and reusing it.

---Next, consider reusable options. Pick two items and tell us how you could avoid creating that waste 
in the future. What is one small change you can make today to contribute to a less wasteful world?

Response: I think i have answered the first part very well by reusing the plastic bottle and its cap and 
the milk bags . So in my opinion ,Today i made a small change which contributed  two less plastic 
bottles and milk bags in the trash. With milk bags,its impossible to avoid them,so i have decided that i 
am going to wrap my lunch from now on in a milk bag so that i can avoid creating that waste in the 
future.
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